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sympathise with Soviet Russia, accept the principle of V****™™*™* ^'™ly
agreetfo work for the complete freedom of all nations and federations of the world.
3.   Delhi Bomb Outrage.
After the messages had beenJread^Mahatma GA.NDHI moved-the first resolution
of the day which ran as follows :—	_r.         ,        .
"This Congress deplores the bomb outrage perpetrated on the Viceroys tram,
and reiterates its own conviction that such action is not only contrary to the creed of
the Congress but results in harm being done to the national cause. It congratulates
the Viceroy and Lady Irwin and their party including the poor servants on their fortu-
nate and narrow escape/*	.   __.
The Mahatma spoke as follows in English after his speech in Hindustani :-^
"I have been asked to give you the substance of what I said  in  English.   In my
opinion, it is or it will be a good beginning with our resolutions dealing with the duty
of the Congress, if we begin by passing this unanimously.   In coming here to propose
it, I have realised my responsibility fully.    Mv certain conviction is that the Congress
will fail in its obvious duty if it does not record this resolution.    You find the reasons
stated  in the resolution  itself.    So long as the Congress creed remains what it is,
namely, we want to attain Swaraj not by any means, but by peaceful and legitimate
means, it is our bounden duty to take   note  of anything that happens in India in
breach of that creed.   You might be told, as I dare say you will   be told,  that when
people who   do not belong to the Congress organisation, and are not connected with
ft in any shape or form, do particular acts which may be contrary to our creed, we
are in no way and in no sense responsible.   Those who think like that have, I say
in all humility, little sense of the tremendous responsibility that rests on their should-
ers, and they have  little sense also of the great status that belongs to the Congress.
We either claim to represent the thirty crores   of Hindustan or we do not.    It we
claim to represent them as I, a humble Congress worker do, and as I hope you also do,
then it is our duty to consider ourselves responsible for anything that a  single person
in Hindustan may do, if he is born in Hindustan. It does not matter to me m the least
whether that person is a responsible human being or whether he belongs to the o.lu.
Department I hope you consider C. L D. Indians also to be our kith and km. Everyone
we expect to convert to our creed, and use his services m the attainment of our goal.
"Not only that but the resolution stated and I hope you believe it, that such acts
do great harm to the National cause.	. . ,
"I do not wish to take up your time by drawing your attention to the various land-
marks in the history of the Congress which would enable me to prove to your own
satisfaction that each bomb outrage has cost India dear. You may say, if you wish,
that the reforms that were obtained could not have been obtained without bomb out-
rages or without violence. Let me tell you, that every one of these reforms have
cost far more than you would care to face. You have paid in millions m exchange
for your toys.	T . A
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"The Congress resolution also congratulates the  Viceroy  and  Lady Irwin ana
their party   including   the   poor servants.    In my humble   opinion^ it is a natural
corollary to what has been said in the previous part of the  resolution.     We lose
nothing by   showing   common  courtesy.    Not only so, we would be guilty ot not
having understood the implications of our creed if we   forget   that _ those   Engjsn-
men, whether in authority or not in authority, who choose to remain in   India   are
.     our charge, that we who profess this creed of  non-violence   should   consider  our-
selves trustees for the safety of their lives.   We have a tremendous military burden
-**"* is crushing the starving millions who are living in the seven hundred thousand,
-i raJndia,   That burden is   not due to the necessity of our Frontier.   That
let me assure you to the fact, that thirty crores of people   are   held   bond
by  a  few thousand Englishmen coming all the way from England.    It we
^^  rid  of this military burden at any stage, it would be the necessity .ot
-~ — feold th« life of those whom we may even consider our enemies
That is the dearest possible implication,   in my   humble   opi-
of nofewoIeztGe in the political salvation of India.   If you  hold
mot a matter of courtesy on your part to tender otir   conr
,Lady Irwin and their party, including £heir ser-

